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Annuities also offer valuable guarantees and death 
benefit protection. If you surrender your contract, 
you’ll receive at least a guaranteed minimum value. 
And because annuities are insurance products, they 
can give you the reassurance of knowing that your 
beneficiaries will get a death benefit if you pass away 
before you start receiving annuity payments. 

Finally, annuities give you several income options 
once you’re ready: You can receive income as a single 
payment, as regular payments over a specific period of 
time, or even as income for life. 

These are just a few of the reasons why many people 
rely on annuities to help them achieve their long-term 
financial goals.

Fixed index annuities offer 
additional benefits.

In addition to the benefits we’ve just discussed, a 
fixed index annuity has the potential to earn interest 
based on changes in an external market index. This is 
different from traditional fixed annuities, which credit 
interest calculated at a fixed rate set in the contract.

Because the chosen market index varies daily and is 
not predictable, the interest you earn through a fixed 
index annuity could be more or less than the interest 
from a traditional fixed annuity. Many fixed index 
annuities also let you allocate premium to a traditional 
fixed interest option, where interest is credited at a 
fixed rate.

Regardless of whether you choose fixed interest, 
indexed interest, or a combination of both, an annuity’s 
benefits can make it a valuable part of your overall 
retirement strategy.

Why consider an annuity?
Buying an annuity is one way to help build your retirement assets. 
Annuities offer principal protection and potential interest to help you 
accumulate money for your retirement. The money in your annuity can 
grow tax-deferred, which may help your savings accumulate faster.1

1  Distributions from your annuity may be subject to a surrender charge. Distributions are also subject to ordinary 
income tax and, if taken before age 59½, a 10% federal additional tax may apply.

Guarantees are backed solely by the financial strength and claims-paying ability of Allianz Life Insurance Company 
of North America (Allianz).

1
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More options as you plan for retirement

Like many people, you may be considering several strategies to help 
you reach your retirement goals. Allianz 222 Annuity can be a valuable 
addition to your retirement portfolio for several reasons.

1  The premium bonus and interest bonus are credited only to the Protected Income Value. To receive the PIV, including 
the bonus, the contract must be held for at least 10 contract years, and then lifetime income withdrawals must be 
taken. You will not receive the bonuses if the contract is fully surrendered or if traditional annuitization payments 
are taken. If the contract is partially surrendered the PIV will be reduced proportionally, which could result in a 
partial loss of bonuses. Income withdrawals are considered partial withdrawals and are subject to ordinary income 
tax and, if taken prior to 59½, a 10% federal additional tax. Because this is a bonus annuity, it may include higher 
surrender charges, longer surrender charge periods, lower caps, higher spreads, or other restrictions that are not 
included in similar annuities that don’t offer a bonus feature.

2  To receive the Allianz Income Multiplier Benefit you must be confined to an eligible hospital, nursing facility, or assisted 
living facility for at least 90 days in a consecutive 120-day period. Confinement must occur after the first contract year 
and either during the contract year before the start of lifetime income withdrawals or at any time thereafter. 

Withdrawals are subject to ordinary income tax and, if taken prior to age 59½, a 10% federal additional tax.

Please note that Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America, its affiliated companies, and their representatives 
and employees do not give legal or tax advice. You are encouraged to consult your tax advisor or attorney.2

First, Allianz 222 Annuity gives you the potential to 
earn interest in two different ways: You can earn 
interest based on your choice of several index options, 
or you can choose to receive fixed interest.

Second, you can receive a bonus1 on the Protected 
Income Value (PIV) of your annuity – which we 
describe later in this brochure – in two ways. You’ll 
receive a 15% premium bonus on any premium you 
place in your annuity in the first three contract years. 
You’ll also receive an interest bonus equal to 50% of 
any fixed and/or indexed earned interest for as long 
as you have your contract. 

Third, you can receive lifetime withdrawal income 
increases in two ways once income withdrawals begin. 
The income from your PIV will increase each year based 
on the interest rate credited to your allocations, plus the 
50% interest bonus. And if you should later be confined 
to a nursing facility, hospital, or assisted living facility, 
you can receive up to double your annual maximum 
income withdrawal with the Allianz Income Multiplier 
Benefit rider.2

Finally, Allianz 222 Annuity gives you two death benefit 
options. Your beneficiary(ies) can receive the full 
accumulation value as a lump sum (this option doesn’t 
include any bonuses). Or, they can receive the PIV – 
including the premium and interest bonuses – 
in payments over a minimum of five years.
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You can earn interest two ways.

Because it’s a fixed index annuity, Allianz 222® Annuity 
gives you the potential to earn indexed interest based 
on changes in an external market index. You can choose 
from the S&P 500® Index, the Nasdaq-100® Index, the 
Barclays US Dynamic Balance Index II, the Russell 2000® 
Index, or a blended index that is comprised of the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average (35%), Barclays US Aggregate 
Bond Index (35%), EURO STOXX 50® Index (20%), and 
Russell 2000 Index (10%).

If you prefer, Allianz 222 lets you receive fixed interest 
instead. Allianz calculates and credits fixed interest daily, 
based on the rate we establish at the beginning of each 
contract year. We can raise or lower the current credited 
rate annually, but it will never be less than 0.10% per year. 

You can also choose to receive a combination of fixed 
and potential indexed interest, or “mix and match” your 
interest allocations in increments of 1% or more. 

But regardless of how you choose to receive interest, 
the money in your annuity, including any bonuses, 
is never at risk due to market index volatility. That’s 
because, although external market indexes may affect 
your contract values, the contract does not directly 
participate in any stock, bond, or investments. You are 
not buying any bonds, shares of stocks, or shares of an 
index. The external market index value does not include 
the dividends paid on the stocks underlying a stock 
index. These stock dividends are also not reflected in 
the interest credited to your contract. 

Keep in mind, however, that if you surrender your 
contract before your 10th contract anniversary, 
we will apply a surrender charge and you may lose 
some or all of your previously credited fixed/indexed 
interest (including any bonuses) and a partial loss 
of principal. 

CHOOSE 
INDEXED 
INTEREST, 
FIXED 
INTEREST, 
or a combination 
of both.
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You also have a choice of crediting methods.

Crediting methods determine how much interest your annuity earns, 
based on the changes in an external market index. Allianz 222 gives you 
a choice of three crediting methods.

This is a general discussion of how crediting methods work. Because no crediting method delivers the most 
favorable results in all situations, it’s wise to talk with your financial professional about which crediting method(s) 
may be suitable for your goals.

Monthly sum crediting 

For this crediting method, on the last 
business day before your contract’s 
monthly anniversary (“monthiversary”), 
we’ll compare the index value to the prior 
month’s value. We’ll divide this monthly 
change by the prior month’s value to get 
the monthly percent of change.

Positive monthly changes are subject 
to a monthly cap, or maximum; however, 
negative changes are not limited by the 
cap. We can raise or lower the cap each 
year, but it will never be less than 0.50%. 
At the end of contract year, we’ll add 
up these monthly increases and 
decreases to calculate your indexed 
interest rate. If the sum is negative, you’ll 
receive zero indexed interest for that 
year – but your contract’s value will 
be protected.

Annual point-to-point crediting

For this crediting method, we will compare 
the index value on the last business day 
before the start of the contract year to the 
index value on the last business day at the 
end of the contract year. We’ll then divide 
this difference by the index value on the last 
business day before the start of the contract 
year to determine the annual change. 

For annual point-to-point crediting with a 
cap, if the annual change is less than your 
annuity’s annual cap, the indexed interest 
rate will equal the annual change. If the 
annual change is equal to or exceeds your 
annuity’s annual cap, the indexed interest 
rate will be the annual cap percentage. If the 
percent of change is negative, the indexed 
interest rate for that year will be 0%.

 If you have chosen annual point-to-point 
crediting with a spread, we subtract your 
contract’s annual spread from the annual 
change to determine your indexed interest 
rate for that year. If the final result is 
negative, the indexed interest rate for that 
year will be 0%. 

We may raise or lower the cap or spread 
annually, but the annual cap will never be 
less than 0.25% and the annual spread will 
never be more than 12%.

Monthly average crediting

For this crediting method, we’ll capture 
the index value on the last business day 
before your contract’s monthly anniversary 
(monthiversary). At the end of your contract 
year, we’ll add those index values together 
and then divide them by 12 to determine 
the average. We’ll then subtract the starting 
index value from the average and divide it 
by the starting index value to determine the 
percentage of change. There is no cap on the 
amount of indexed interest growth possible 
with this crediting method. However, there 
is an annual spread that is deducted from 
the percent change. We may raise or lower 
the spread annually, but it will never be 
greater than 12%. If the result is positive, 
your contract will be credited with indexed 
interest. If the result is negative, the indexed 
interest rate for that year will be zero – but 
your contract’s value will be protected.
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Participation rate

For each of these three crediting methods, your 
contract has a 100% participation rate. What this means 
is that we use the entire percentage of index change 
when we calculate the indexed interest rate. Please 
keep in mind that your indexed interest rates generally 
will not equal 100% of any increase in the index, since a 
cap or spread may limit the amount of indexed interest 
your contract will receive.

Change your mind? No problem.

Shortly after your contract anniversary each year, we’ll 
notify you that you can change your allocations and 
crediting method. If we receive your change in writing 
within 21 days after your contract anniversary, it will go 
into effect during that contract year. But if we receive 
your crediting method change more than 21 days after 
your contract anniversary, it won’t take effect until the 
following contract year. 
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You can receive two types of bonuses

Your Allianz 222 Annuity has a Protected Income Value (PIV) that is 
specifically designed for taking lifetime income withdrawals. 

1 This is a hypothetical example only and is not intended to predict or project future interest results.

The premium bonus and interest bonus are credited only to the Protected Income Value. To receive the PIV, including the 
bonus, the contract must be held for at least 10 contract years, and then lifetime income withdrawals must be taken. You will 
not receive the bonuses if the contract is fully surrendered or if traditional annuitization payments are taken. If the contract is 
partially surrendered the PIV will be reduced proportionally, which could result in a partial loss of bonuses. Income withdrawals 
are considered partial withdrawals and are subject to ordinary income tax and, if taken prior to 59½, a 10% federal additional 
tax. Because this is a bonus annuity, it may include higher surrender charges, longer surrender charge periods, lower caps, 
higher spreads, or other restrictions that are not included in similar annuities that don’t offer a bonus feature.6

We establish the PIV on the day we issue your contract 
and it equals 100% of the initial premium you pay into 
your annuity. In addition, the PIV can be credited with 
two types of bonuses. Please note that the PIV is only 
available as lifetime income withdrawals after you have 
held your contract for at least 10 contract years.

Protected Income Value premium bonus

We’ll credit your PIV with a 15% bonus on all premium 
you place in your contract in the first three contract years.

Protected Income Value interest bonus

The Allianz 222 also offers an interest bonus. After we 
determine your allocation interest, we add a bonus 
to your Protected Income Value equal to 50% of any 
interest your chosen allocations earn. So, if your 
allocations earned 3% interest for the year, we would 
actually credit 4.5% interest to your PIV (3% x 50% = 1.5%; 
3.0% + 1.5% = 4.5%).1 We then credit your allocation(s) 
interest plus the interest bonus to your PIV. 

Here’s how we credit interest to your PIV: First, let’s 
assume that you allocate your money to an index 
allocation. In every year that your contract earns 
indexed interest, we’ll apply any cap or spread (see 
explanation on page 4) to determine the interest rate. 

After, to determine the bonus interest rate, we multiply 
that rate by the interest bonus factor of 150%. This gives 
you an interest bonus equivalent to 50% of the interest 
rate. Then, we’ll credit any interest (including the interest 
bonus) to the PIV on your contract anniversary, and 
continue to add an interest bonus to your contract each 
year that you receive indexed interest.
 
If you allocate money to the fixed interest allocation, 
we multiply the annual fixed interest rate by the 150% 
interest bonus factor to determine the PIV annual fixed 
rate for that year. Then, we credit fixed interest daily 
based on that rate. 

Regardless of the allocation option(s) you choose, 
Allianz will credit the interest bonus each year in which 
your allocation has positive interest.

Accumulation value

Your Allianz 222 also has an accumulation value that is 
equal to your total premium paid plus 100% of any interest 
earned from your chosen allocations, less withdrawals, 
surrender charges, and charges for any optional riders 
you select. The accumulation value does not include any 
bonuses and is available as a lump sum anytime after 10 
contract years, or for annuitization after five years.
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Two ways to receive income increases

Allianz 222® provides income for life – 
plus an opportunity for payment increases. 

When you are ready to begin income withdrawals 
(anytime after 10 contract years), you can access your 
PIV in the form of payments that last as long as you live. 
The initial annual maximum amount is a percentage 
of your Protected Income Value and is based on your 
age when payments begin. You also have the flexibility 
to take less than your annual maximum each year. We 
keep track of the amount left over in your contract’s 
cumulative withdrawal amount. You can choose to take 
lifetime income withdrawals beginning at age 60. 

Age Single life 
payment

Joint life 
payment

60-69 5.00% 4.50%

70-79 5.50% 5.00%

80-100 6.00% 5.50%

After your lifetime withdrawals begin, your income 
payments will have the opportunity to increase 
following each year your contract earns interest, 
including the 50% interest bonus. As long as you don’t 
take other withdrawals, your payment is guaranteed to 
never decrease. 

Your income can also increase to help 
pay for your care 

 Allianz 222 comes with a built-in benefit rider that 
can increase your income withdrawals when you may 
need it most. The Allianz Income Multiplier Benefit 
rider allows you to withdraw up to double your annual 
maximum if you become confined to a qualified 
hospital, nursing facility, or assisted living facility for 
at least 90 days in a consecutive 120-day period. 
 
To be eligible for this benefit you cannot be confined 
prior to your first contract anniversary. The benefit 
is available after the 10th contract year, and lifetime 
withdrawals must be taken to receive the increased 
annual maximum. The Allianz Income Multiplier 
Benefit rider will terminate when the contract or the 
Protected Income Value rider terminates, or on the 
contract anniversary on or after the date on which the 
accumulation value equals zero.

You can also annuitize your contract.

You can choose to receive annuity payments based 
on your choice of several annuity options. If you use a 
traditional annuitization option after five contract years, 
your annuity payments are based on your accumulation 
value, which does not include the premium and interest 
bonuses. These annuity options can have certain tax 
advantages; please consult your tax advisor for details.

RECEIVE 
INCOME 
FOR LIFE 
or enjoy the 
flexibility of other 
income options.
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Protection and flexibility

Allianz 222 offers many other valuable benefits and guarantees. 

Protection 

Allianz 222 gives you the reassurance of a death 
benefit – and two ways for your beneficiary to receive 
it. The Protected Income Value, which includes a 15% 
premium bonus and any interest bonuses, is available 
to your beneficiary if taken as annuity payments over 
a period of at least five years. Your beneficiary also has 
the option to receive the greatest of the Allianz 222 
accumulation value, the guaranteed minimum value, 
or the cumulative withdrawal amount as a lump sum.

Allianz 222 also gives you principal protection. This 
means that your principal and credited interest are 
never at risk of market losses. That’s because you’re 
not actually buying any shares of a stock, bond, or 
index – so a market downturn cannot reduce your 
contract values. Of course, surrender charges may 
apply if you take your money out before the end of the 
surrender charge period. The insert included with this 
brochure explains your contract’s surrender charges 
more completely.

Flexibility

Allianz 222 is designed to help you accumulate savings 
for retirement. 

That’s why we give you the flexibility of making 
additional premium1 payments until the earliest of:
 • The third contract anniversary
 • The date annuity payments begin
 • The date lifetime withdrawal payments begin

Access

You can also access the money in your annuity. After 
the contract anniversary following your most recent 
premium payment, you can take up to 10% of your 
contract’s paid premium each contract year in one 
or more withdrawals free of surrender charges and 
penalties. Penalty-free withdrawals will reduce your 
accumulation value by the dollar amount withdrawn. 
Your Protected Income Value (PIV) will be reduced by the 
same proportion the accumulation value was reduced. 

If the interest rate for an indexed allocation is positive 
at the end of any year, we will credit indexed interest 
(including the interest bonus to the PIV) to your 
contract for any free withdrawals you took from that 
index allocation earlier that year. The amount of interest 
will reflect the proportion of the contract year that your 
free withdrawal remained in the indexed allocations. 
 
If you wish, you may also take a larger withdrawal 
(partial surrender). Within your contract’s first 10 
years, if you take out more than 10% of your contract’s 
paid premium in a contract year, we’ll apply a partial 
surrender charge to the amount above 10% (the excess 
partial withdrawal). The partial surrender charge is a 
proportion of the full surrender charge. Surrendering 
your contract may result in a full or partial loss of any 
interest and a partial loss of principal.

 

1 Total additional premium maximum is $100,000.

Allianz 222® Annuity
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Required minimum distributions
Required minimum distributions from your Allianz 
annuity that is held within a tax-qualified plan (IRA, 
SEP, etc.) will qualify as penalty-free withdrawals if 
you take them annually in December, or monthly 
throughout the year. The accumulation value and the 
amount available for free withdrawals will be reduced 
by the amount of the distribution(s). In addition, the 
PIV will reduce by the same percentage that the 
accumulation value is reduced.
 
Please keep in mind that purchasing an annuity within 
a retirement plan that provides tax deferral under 
sections of the Internal Revenue Code results in no 
additional tax benefit. An annuity should be used 
to fund a qualified plan based upon the annuity’s 
features other than tax deferral. Please consider 
all annuity features, risks, limitations, and costs 
before purchasing an annuity within a tax-qualified 
retirement plan.

Note: The money you take out may be taxable.
Your contract values grow tax-deferred. However, 
any money you take from your contract, including 
penalty-free withdrawals, other partial withdrawals, 
and required minimum distributions, may be taxable 
as ordinary income. Because annuities are meant for 
long-term purposes, if you are under age 59½ when 
you take a distribution, it may be subject to a 10% 
federal additional tax.

9
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Questions and answers

When can I begin taking lifetime income 
withdrawals from my Protected Income 
Value (PIV)?

After 10 contract years and after you have reached 
your 60th birthday, you can request lifetime income 
withdrawals from the PIV on your next contract 
anniversary. Regardless of when your lifetime income 
withdrawals begin, they are considered partial 
withdrawals and will be subject to ordinary income tax.

Can I add premium to my annuity?

You may add premium to your annuity until the 
earliest of:

 • The third contract anniversary
 • The date annuity payments begin
 • The date lifetime withdrawal payments begin
 
You will begin to earn interest on your PIV immediately 
in your contract’s interim interest allocation until 
the following contract anniversary. At that time your 
additional premium will be applied to your current 
premium allocations.

What if I want to surrender my contract? 

Although your annuity may permit penalty-free 
withdrawals on a portion of the value, to avoid 
penalties you’re generally required to leave your 
money in the annuity for a specified period of time, 
usually referred to as the surrender charge period. 

If you fully surrender your annuity contract at any 
time, this Protected Income Value rider and the 
Allianz Income Multiplier Benefit rider will no longer 
be in force, and you will receive your contract’s cash 
surrender value. The cash surrender value does not 
include any premium bonus, interest bonus, or interest 
earned on the bonuses. 

Can I take annuity payments instead of 
lifetime income withdrawals? 

Yes. If you choose annuity payments, your annuity 
payment amount will be based on the greater of the 
accumulation value or the cash surrender value of 
your contract, not the Protected Income Value. In most 
cases, the Protected Income Value may provide you 
with an annual maximum amount that is greater than 
the annual annuity payment amount you would receive 
based on your accumulation value.

Can I cancel the Protected Income 
Value rider?

You can cancel the Protected Income Value rider 
anytime. By canceling the rider, you forfeit the ability 
to receive lifetime withdrawals based on the Protected 
Income Value, including the premium bonus and 
interest bonus. Also, the Allianz Income Multiplier 
Benefit rider will terminate. Once the riders are 
terminated, they may not be reinstated.
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Can I take less than my annual maximum 
lifetime income withdrawal?

Yes. Once you begin taking lifetime income withdrawals, 
you can choose to take less than your annual maximum. 
We keep track of the amount that’s “left over.” The amount 
that is left over is called the cumulative withdrawal 
amount and does not increase with interest earned. 
This feature allows you to take any or all of that remainder 
at any time. If the cumulative withdrawal amount should 
ever equal or exceed your accumulation value, the Allianz 
Income Multiplier Benefit rider will terminate. 

What if I need to take a withdrawal?

Penalty-free withdrawals are available prior to starting 
lifetime income withdrawals, including required 
minimum distributions (RMDs), according to the terms 
of the Allianz 222® Annuity. Withdrawals will reduce your 
contract values, including your PIV. After lifetime income 
withdrawals have begun, withdrawals in excess of your 
annual maximum will decrease the annual maximum 
by the same percentage that the accumulation value 
decreased as a result of the excess withdrawal.
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Why consider the Allianz 222 Annuity?

Allianz 222 may be a good addition to your overall retirement portfolio 
if you want a premium bonus, the potential for indexed interest and 
interest bonuses, and retirement income with the opportunity to 
increase but don’t plan to receive income right away.

Allianz 222 Annuity offers you:
•  The potential for indexed interest accumulation based on changes in an external 

market index

•  A bonus to your Protected Income Value on any money you place in your annuity 
for the first three contract years

•  An interest bonus on any fixed and/or indexed interest applied to your Protected 
Income Value and income withdrawals

• Income withdrawals for life with the potential to increase

Ask your financial professional 
whether Allianz 222 Annuity 
may be a good fit for your overall 
retirement strategy.
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The Barclays US Dynamic Balance Index II is comprised of the Barclays US 
Aggregate RBI® Series 1 Index and the S&P 500® Index and shifts weighting daily, 
up to 3%, between them based on realized market volatility. The Barclays US 
Aggregate RBI® Series 1 Index is comprised of a portfolio of derivative instruments 
plus cash that are designed to track the Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index. The 
Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index is comprised of Barclays US investment-grade, 
fixed-rate bond market securities, including government agency, corporate, and 
mortgage-backed securities. Barclays Risk Analytics and Index Solutions Limited 
and its affiliates (“Barclays”) is not the issuer or producer of any Allianz products 
and Barclays has no responsibilities, obligations or duties to investors in respect 
of the Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index, the Barclays US Aggregate RBI® Series 
1 Index or the Barclays US Dynamic Balance Index II. The Barclays US Aggregate 
Bond Index, the Barclays US Aggregate RBI® Series 1 and the Barclays US Dynamic 
Balance Index II are trademarks owned by Barclays, and the Barclays US Aggregate 
Bond Index and the Barclays US Dynamic Balance Index II are licensed for use 
by Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America as the Issuer of the Allianz 
product. While Allianz may for itself execute transaction(s) with Barclays in or 
relating to the Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index, the Barclays US Aggregate RBI® 
Series 1 Index or the Barclays US Dynamic Balance Index II with Allianz products, 
investors acquire Allianz products from Allianz Life Insurance Company of North 
America and investors neither acquire any interest in the Barclays US Aggregate 
Bond Index, the Barclays US Aggregate RBI® Series 1 Index or the Barclays US 
Dynamic Balance Index II nor enter into any relationship of any kind whatsoever 
with Barclays upon making an investment in any Allianz product. The Allianz 
products are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Barclays and Barclays 
makes no representation regarding the advisability of any Allianz product or use 
of the Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index, the Barclays US Aggregate RBI® Series 
1 Index or the Barclays US Dynamic Balance Index II or any data included therein. 
Barclays shall not be liable in any way to the Issuer, investors or to other third 
parties in respect of the use or accuracy of the Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index, 
the Barclays US Aggregate RBI® Series 1 Index or the Barclays US Dynamic Balance 
Index II or any data included therein.

The EURO STOXX 50® Index, Europe’s leading blue-chip index for the Eurozone, 
provides a blue-chip representation of supersector leaders in the Eurozone. The 
Index covers 50 stocks from 12 Eurozone countries: Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain. 

The EURO STOXX 50 is the intellectual property (including registered trademarks) 
of STOXX Limited, Zurich, Switzerland. Allianz products based on the Index are in 
no way sponsored, endorsed, sold, or promoted by STOXX and shall not have any 
liability with respect thereto.

The Nasdaq-100 Index® includes 100 of the largest domestic and international non-
financial securities listed on The Nasdaq Stock Market, based on capitalization. 

The Nasdaq-100®, Nasdaq-100 Index, Nasdaq®, and OMX® are registered 
trademarks of NASDAQ OMX Group, Inc. (which with its affiliates are the 
Corporations) and are licensed for use by Allianz Life Insurance Company 
of North America. The product(s) have not been passed on by the Corporations 
as to their legality or suitability. The product(s) are not issued, endorsed, sold, 
or promoted by the Corporations. THE CORPORATIONS MAKE NO WARRANTIES 
AND BEAR NO LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCT(S).

Russell 2000® Index is an equity index that measures the performance of the 2,000 
smallest companies in the Russell 3000® Index, which is made up of 3,000 of the 
biggest U.S. stocks. The Russell 2000 is constructed to provide a comprehensive 
and unbiased small-cap barometer and is completely reconstituted annually to 
ensure larger stocks do not affect the performance and characteristics of the true 
small-cap index. 

The Russell 2000 Index is a trademark of Russell Investments and has been licensed for 
use by Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America. The product is not sponsored, 
endorsed, sold, or promoted by Russell Investments and Russell Investments makes no 
representation regarding the advisability of investing in the product.

Standard & Poor’s 500® Index (S&P 500®) is comprised of 500 stocks representing 
major U.S. industrial sectors. The Dow Jones Industrial Average is a popular 
indicator of the stock market, based on the average closing prices of 30 active 
U.S. stocks representative of the overall economy.

S&P® is a registered trademark of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”) 
and Dow Jones® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings 
LLC (“Dow Jones”). These trademarks have been licensed for use by S&P Dow 
Jones Indices LLC. S&P marks are trademarks of S&P and Dow Jones marks are 
trademarks of Dow Jones. These trademarks have been sublicensed for certain 
purposes by Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America (“Allianz”). 
The S&P 500® Index (“the Index”) and Dow Jones Industrial AverageSM (“the DJIA”) 
are products of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and/or its affiliates and have been 
licensed for use by Allianz.

Allianz products are not sponsored, endorsed, sold, or promoted by S&P Dow Jones 
Indices LLC, Dow Jones, S&P, or any of their respective affiliates (collectively, “S&P 
Dow Jones Indices”). S&P Dow Jones Indices make no representation or warranty, 
express or implied, to the owners of the Allianz products or any member of the 
public regarding the advisability of investments generally or in Allianz products 
particularly or the ability of the Index and Average to track general market 
performance. S&P Dow Jones Indices’ only relationship to Allianz with respect 
to the Index and Average is the licensing of the Index and Average and certain 
trademarks, service marks, and/or trade names of S&P Dow Jones Indices and/or 
its third-party licensors. The Index and Average are determined, composed, and 
calculated by S&P Dow Jones Indices without regard to Allianz or the products. 
S&P Dow Jones Indices have no obligation to take the needs of Allianz or the 
owners of the products into consideration in determining, composing, or 
calculating the Index and Average. S&P Dow Jones Indices are not responsible for 
and have not participated in the design, development, pricing, and operation of the 
products, including the calculation of any interest payments or any other values 
credited to the products. S&P Dow Jones Indices have no obligation or liability in 
connection with the administration, marketing, or trading of products. There is no 
assurance that investment products based on the Index and Average will accurately 
track index performance or provide positive investment returns. S&P Dow Jones 
Indices LLC and its subsidiaries are not investment advisors. Inclusion of a security 
or futures contract within an index is not a recommendation by S&P Dow Jones 
Indices to buy, sell, or hold such security or futures contract, nor is it considered 
to be investment advice. Notwithstanding the foregoing, CME Group Inc. and its 
affiliates may independently issue and/or sponsor financial products unrelated 
to products currently being issued by Allianz, but which may be similar to and 
competitive with Allianz products. In addition, CME Group Inc., an indirect minority 
owner of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, and its affiliates may trade financial products 
which are linked to the performance of the Index and Average. It is possible that 
this trading activity will affect the value of the products.

S&P DOW JONES INDICES DO NOT GUARANTEE THE ADEQUACY, ACCURACY, 
TIMELINESS, AND/OR THE COMPLETENESS OF THE INDEX AND AVERAGE OR 
ANY DATA RELATED THERETO OR ANY COMMUNICATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, ORAL OR WRITTEN COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING ELECTRONIC 
COMMUNICATIONS) WITH RESPECT THERETO. S&P DOW JONES INDICES SHALL 
NOT BE SUBJECT TO ANY DAMAGES OR LIABILITY FOR ANY ERRORS, OMISSIONS, 
OR DELAYS THEREIN. S&P DOW JONES INDICES MAKE NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES, OF MERCHANTABILITY 
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE OR AS TO RESULTS TO BE 
OBTAINED BY ALLIANZ, OWNERS OF THE PRODUCTS, OR ANY OTHER PERSON 
OR ENTITY FROM THE USE OF THE INDEX AND AVERAGE OR WITH RESPECT TO 
ANY DATA RELATED THERETO. WITHOUT LIMITING ANY OF THE FOREGOING, 
IN NO EVENT WHATSOEVER SHALL S&P DOW JONES INDICES BE LIABLE FOR 
ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOSS OF PROFITS, TRADING LOSSES, LOST 
TIME, OR GOODWILL, EVEN IF THEY HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY 
OF SUCH DAMAGES, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR 
OTHERWISE. THERE ARE NO THIRD-PARTY BENEFICIARIES OF ANY AGREEMENTS OR 
ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN S&P DOW JONES INDICES AND ALLIANZ OTHER THAN 
THE LICENSORS OF S&P DOW JONES INDICES.

• Not FDIC insured • May lose value • No bank or credit union guarantee 
• Not a deposit • Not insured by any federal government agency or NCUA/NCUSIF 
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True to our promises … 
so you can be true to yours.®

A leading provider of annuities and life insurance, Allianz Life Insurance Company 
of North America (Allianz) bases each decision on a philosophy of being true: 
True to our strength as an important part of a leading global financial organization. 
True to our passion for making wise investment decisions. And true to the people 
we serve, each and every day.

Through a line of innovative products and a network of trusted financial 
professionals, and with over 2.6 million contracts issued, Allianz helps people 
as they seek to achieve their financial and retirement goals. Founded in 1896, 
Allianz is proud to play a vital role in the success of our global parent, Allianz SE, 
one of the world’s largest financial services companies.
 
While we pride ourselves on our financial strength, we’re made of much more 
than our balance sheet. We believe in making a difference with our clients by being 
true to our commitments and keeping our promises. People rely on Allianz today 
and count on us for tomorrow – when they need us most.

Guarantees are backed solely by the financial strength and claims-paying ability of Allianz Life Insurance Company 
of North America.

Product and feature availability may vary by broker/dealer.

For use in New Jersey only

www.allianzlife.com
Products are issued by:
Allianz Life Insurance Company
of North America
PO Box 59060
Minneapolis, MN 55459-0060
800.950.1962

C54370-NJ
R95352-NJ
(R-4/2015)
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